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Abstract

We show in an empirical study that not
only did all cross-lingual alternations of
verb frames across Chinese–English trans-
lations fall within the reordering capacity
of Inversion Transduction Grammars, but
more surprisingly, about 97% of the alter-
nations were expressible by the far more
restrictive Linear Transduction Grammars.
Also, about 71% of the cross-lingual verb
frame alternations turn out to be mono-
tonic even for diverse language pairs such
as Chinese–English. We also observe that
a source verb frame alternation pattern
translates into a small subset of the possi-
ble target verb frame alternation patterns,
based on the construction of the source sen-
tence and the frame set definitions. As a
part of our evaluation, we also present a
novel linear time algorithm to determine
whether a particular syntactic alignment
falls within the expressiveness of Linear
Transduction Grammars. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first study that attempts
to analyze the cross-lingual alternation be-
havior of semantic frames and the extent of
their coverage under syntax-based machine
translation formalisms.

1 Introduction
In this paper we present a first empirical study on

the cross-lingual verb frame alternations by align-
ing semantic role fillers in parallel sentences. We
evaluate how many of these alignments fall within
the expressiveness of two well known syntax based
machine translation formalisms: Inversion Trans-
duction Grammars (Wu, 1997) and Linear Trans-
duction Grammars (Saers, 2011). As a part of our
evaluation, we discuss the reordering of semantic
roles within a frame and across frames within a sen-
tence. We also present a novel algorithm to deter-
mine whether there exists a canonical parse for an
alignment under Linear Transduction Grammars.
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While recent years have seen continued improve-
ments in the accuracy of SMT using tree-structured
and syntactic models (Wu, 1997; Wu and Chi-
ang, 2009; Wu, 2010; Wu and Fung, 2009b,a),
only a few attempts (Wu and Fung, 2009b) have
been made towards using semantic roles to guide
SMT. Recent studies (Wu and Fung, 2009a) show
that most of the glaring errors made by statistical
machine translation systems are a result of con-
fused semantic roles which result in serious mis-
understanding of the essential meaning. Seman-
tic roles have also been successfully used in eval-
uating translation utility (Giménez and Màrquez,
2007, 2008; Callison-Burch et al., 2007, 2008; Lo
and Wu, 2011a,b). However, no effort has been
made to identify the reordering of semantic role
fillers across languages. Such an analysis is inter-
esting for two reasons: (1) to determine how much
reordering we really need in order to preserve mean-
ing while translating, and (2) to determine which
existing syntactic SMT models have an inherent
bias towards such a reordering. The first reason
helps us determine an upper bound on the expres-
siveness and hence the computational complexity
of the syntactic models. The second enables us to
choose syntactic SMT models that can be adapted
to incorporate semantic knowledge. Such a system
should theoretically be able to capture semantically
valid syntactic generalizations, thereby improving
translation accuracy.

To fulfill the above requirements, we evaluate
two well known syntax-based machine translation
formalisms: Inversion Transduction Grammars or
ITGs (Wu, 1997) and Linear Transduction Gram-
mars or LTGs (Saers, 2011). As discussed in Wu
(1997), ITGs allow nearly all possible reorderings
(22 out of 24) given up to four semantic role la-
bels within a semantic frame. Further, various
forms of empirical confirmation for the effective-
ness of ITG expressivity constraints (Zens and Ney,
2003; Zhang and Gildea, 2005, 2004) motivate us
to choose it as a likely candidate. Though ITGs are
far more constraining than other higher order syn-
tax directed transduction grammars and IBM mod-
els, it would be interesting to see how far an even
more constrained model is able to handle reorder-
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ings of semantic role fillers. For this purpose, we
choose LTGs which are bilingual generalizations of
linear grammars and highly constrained compared
to the ITGs (Saers et al., 2011).

In order to identify reorderings that produce se-
mantically good translations, one should approach
the task of aligning semantic role fillers carefully.
Such an alignment should accurately match at least
the corresponding basic event structure “Who did
what to whom, when, where and why” in both
source and target languages in order to preserve
meaning (Pradhan et al., 2004). Further, a com-
plete analysis of the syntactic alignments generated
as a result of aligning semantic role fillers entails ex-
amining the reordering of roles both within a frame
and across all the frames in one sentence. The pos-
sibility that an exact alignment might not exist at
all even for semantically valid translations should
also be considered.

In this paper, we present an empirical study
of the semantic reorderings as a result of align-
ing cross-lingual semantic role fillers. We also de-
termine to what extent the alignment constraints
of ITGs and LTGs permit such reorderings. We
use semantically annotated Chinese–English paral-
lel resources and manually align the semantic role
fillers. In order to identify the alignments permit-
ted by LTGs we propose a novel linear time al-
gorithm. Our results indicate that ITGs permit all
the syntactic reordering occurring from aligning se-
mantic role fillers. Interestingly, we also show that
about 97% of the alignments are handled by LTGs.
We also observe that all the verb frame alterna-
tions of semantic frames fall within the reordering
capability of both LTGs and ITGs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we state and prove an algorithm
to determine whether an alignment corresponding
to a given permutation can be parsed by a bracket-
ing linear transduction grammar. In section 3, we
describe our experimental setup. Results and the
conclusion follow in sections 4 and 5.

2 LTG parsability algorithm
In this section, we present a linear time algorithm

to determine whether or not there exists a canoni-
cal parse for an alignment under LTGs. Although,
LTGs are restricted forms of ITGs, the algorithm
for determining whether a permutation correspond-
ing to an alignment can be parsed by a LTG is
not a special case of the linear time skeleton al-
gorithm for binarization of synchronous grammars
(Huang et al., 2009). The linear time skeleton algo-
rithm builds canonical binarization trees by reduc-
ing greedily but such an approach would not work
for a LTG. For example, the permutation [3, 2, 0, 1]
which can be parsed by an LTG reduces to 2-3, 0-1
on the stack which cannot be further reduced.

We propose an algorithm that makes use of a
technique similar to top-down parsing of bisen-
tences using linear transduction grammars. The
algorithm is as shown in the procedure parsable.
In order to prove the correctness of the algorithm,
we use the definition of permuted sequence from
Huang et al. (2009) but we redefine proper split in
the context of BLTGs. The proof is as follows:
Definition 1. A permuted sequence is a per-
mutation of consecutive integers. If a permuted
sequence of sequence a can be split into the con-
catenation of a permuted sequence b and a single
element of permutation α such that a = (b;α) or
a = (α;b), then the corresponding split is called
the proper split of a.

The definition of a proper split implicitly im-
poses the constraints of a linear transduction gram-
mar. Restricting one of the elements in a split to
be a single element in the permutation is equiv-
alent to allowing at most one nonterminal in the
right hand side of productions. The definition of
a permuted sequence enforces the projection con-
straints of transduction grammars by allowing no
gaps in the reorderings within a constituent.
Lemma 1. A split a = (b;α) or a = (α;b) is
proper if and only if α = max(a) or α = min(a).

Proof. We prove both the forward and reverse im-
plications as follows:

1. If (b;α) is a proper split of a, then b is a per-
muted sequence. From Definition 1, all the
elements in b should be consecutive.Hence α
is either greater than all the elements in b or
less than all the elements in b which implies
α = max(a) or α = min(a) respectively. Simi-
lar conclusions can be made for the case when
a = (α;b).

2. If α = max(a) and there exists a split of a such
that a = (b;α), then b is a permuted sequence
from [min, . . . ,max− 1]. This makes (b;α) a
proper split. Similarly, when α = min(a), b is
a permuted sequence from [min+ 1, . . . ,max]
and (b;α) is a proper split. The case when
a = (α;b) is similar.

Lemma 2. If a is a permuted sequence covering
[min, . . . ,max], and there exists a proper split of
a such that a = (b;α) or a = (α;b), then b is a
permuted sequence covering [min, . . . ,max − 1] or
[min+ 1, . . . ,max].

Proof. From Lemma 1, α = max(a) or α = min(a).
Therefore, b covers the range [min, . . . ,max − 1]
or [min + 1, . . . ,max] according to whether α is
max(a) or min(a) respectively.
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Procedure parsable(a,min,max)
input : A permuted sequence a of range [min, . . . ,max]
output: true or false depending on the whether or not a is BLTG parsable
begin

if max−min+ 1 = 1 then // base case
return true

else
if first(a) = min then // a = [α : b]

shift(a) // remove the first element of a
return parsable(a,min+ 1,max)

else if first(a) = max then // a = ⟨α : b⟩
shift(a)
return parsable(a,min,max− 1)

else if last(a) = min then // a = ⟨b : α⟩
pop(a) // remove the last element of a
return parsable(a,min+ 1,max)

else if last(a) = max then // a = [b : α]
pop(a)
return parsable(a,min,max− 1)

else
// no proper split exists
return false

Definition 2. A permuted sequence a is said to be
parsable if:

1. a is a permuted sequence of size 1 i.e., a = (α)

2. there exists a proper split of a containing a
permuted sequence b, which is also parsable.

This is a recursive definition and associates a hi-
erarchical tree structure with each permutable se-
quence. The tree structure is equivalent to the bi-
parse tree which parses the alignment represented
by the permutable sequence. For the sake of com-
pleteness, we define the parse tree below:
Definition 3. A parse tree t(a) of a parsable se-
quence a is either:

1. α if a = (α), or

2. [α t(b)] if a = (α;b) and α = min(a), or

3. ⟨t(b) α⟩ if a = (α;b) and α = max(a), or

4. [t(b) α] if a = (b;α) and α = max(a), or

5. ⟨α t(b)⟩ if a = (b;α) and α = min(a) where
t(b) is the parse tree of b.

We use the same notation as Wu (1997) for rep-
resenting the straight and inverted configurations.
We also note that there might exist more than one
parse tree for a parsable sequence but we are inter-
ested only in whether or not there exists at least
one parse tree.

Theorem 1. Procedure parsable runs in time lin-
ear to the length of the input and succeeds (i.e.,
returns true) if and only if the input permuted se-
quence a is parsable.

Proof. 1. If the procedure returns true, then a is
binarizable as we can recover a parse tree from
the algorithm.

2. If a is parsable, then the procedure must re-
turn true.

We prove this by a complete induction on n,
the length of a.

Base case: n = 1, trivial. Assume that the
condition holds for all n′ < n.

From Definition 2, if a permuted sequence is
parsable then there exists a proper split. We
check for all possible values of α in a proper
split (see Lemma 1 and Definition 1). By in-
duction hypothesis, the procedure succeeds as
the procedure is called on a permuted sequence
of length n− 1 after the first split.

As the procedure is recursively called a max-
imum of n times where n is the length of a
and each procedure call takes O(1) time, the
algorithm is linear with respect to the length
of the input. The total complexity is O(n).
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Figure 1: An example of nested semantic role fillers

3 Experimental setup
3.1 Semantic role alignment

As a first step in our experiment, we would like
to identify semantic role fillers in the target lan-
guage sentence that match the basic event struc-
tures of “Who did what to whom, when, where
and why” in both source and target sentences. We
use a randomly sampled subset of 100 sentence
pairs from the Chinese–English parallel corpus de-
rived from Phase 2.5 of the DARPA GALE pro-
gram. The Chinese and English sentences are an-
notated with gold-standard semantic roles in Prop-
bank Style and belong to the news wire genre. We
use a bilingual speaker to manually align the se-
mantic roles. We do not attempt to automatically
align semantic role fillers with identical semantic
role labels in a frame as the gold standard annota-
tion was done monolingually leading to a possibil-
ity of mismatch between the source and target role
fillers.

The aligner was instructed to align role fillers
that are precise translations of each other. First
the predicates corresponding to different frames in
source and target sentences are aligned. For each
aligned predicate, the role fillers for the frame mod-
ifiers are aligned. We assume that if there is not an
exact match between predicates in source and tar-
get sentences, none of the role fillers for the other
modifiers can be aligned. Such a scenario would oc-
cur only when the source sentence is paraphrased
using a totally different construction in the target
language and we ignore such sentence pairs. We
only found one such example in our sample and it
is shown below:

Source: 报道说，今年以来英国有关征收 “绿色税”
的争论和猜测不断。

Gloss: Report said , this year throughout Britain re-
lated levying “green tax” ’s controversy and speculation
did not stop .

Target: According to the report , “green taxes ”
have come under constant controversy and speculation in
Britain this year .

One can notice that both source and target sen-
tences convey the same semantic information but
have no predicates that can be aligned. While the
source sentence has two predicates 征收 (levy) and
不断 (did not stop), none of them match with the
predicate in the target sentence which is “come”.
We assume that such constructions are rare enough
in parallel corpora and treat them as an exception
rather than a rule.

We also do not align partially matching seman-
tic role fillers i.e., semantic role fillers that do not
contain the same level of information. We have ob-
served that such a mismatch primarily occurs due
to the independent annotation of the source and
target corpora.

3.2 Extracting semantic reorderings
We extract the semantic reordering information

from the manually aligned semantic role fillers both
within a single frame and across all the frames in
a sentence. While extracting the reorderings we
ignore the tokens that: (1) correspond to an un-
aligned semantic role filler and, (2) are not anno-
tated with any semantic role. Tokens that are not
annotated with any semantic role perform the task
of providing the syntactic structure to the meaning
contained in the semantic role fillers in a sentence.
As our goal is primarily to identify the kind of re-
orderings necessary to preserve meaning we do not
deal with these tokens.

Semantic role fillers may contain nested semantic
frames. So a bispan corresponding to a semantic
role filler alignment might contain bispans corre-
sponding to other semantic roles. This leads to
a hierarchical or a compositional syntactic align-
ment between source and target sentences. How-
ever, preserving the compositionality of the syn-
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Figure 2: An example of a semantic alignment not parsable by LTG

tactic alignments adds little value in understand-
ing the syntactic reordering necessary to preserve
meaning. For example, if a semantic role filler con-
tains a nested semantic frame (or frames) then all
the semantic information contained in the encom-
passing role filler is captured by the role fillers in
the nested frame (or frames). An example is shown
in figure 1.

So we extract an alignment permutation by iden-
tifying the mapping between disjoint semantic role
fillers among all the frames in a sentence. We did
not encounter any non-disjoint alignments between
the role fillers, and we could successfully extract
a permutation from all the sentence pairs. In the
next stage of the experiment we evaluate whether
a given permutation falls within the reordering ca-
pacity of ITGs and LTGs.

3.3 Evaluating alignments
We evaluate the alignments of the semantic role

fillers both within a frame and across all the frames
in a sentence. The reordering within a frame indi-
cates the relation between the cross-lingual verb
frame alternation patterns. We also extract the
alignments of disjoint semantic role fillers across
all the frames in the sentence pairs as discussed
in the previous subsection. In both the cases, we
determine whether or not there exists a canonical
parse for the alignment using an ITG or an LTG.
For this purpose we use the shift reduce algorithm
proposed in (Huang et al., 2009) for ITGs and the
algorithm proposed in Section 2 for the LTGs.

4 Results
We observed that all the cross-lingual alterna-

tions of verb frames fall within the reordering ca-
pability of both LTGs and ITGs. We did not find
any semantic frames which had more than four
arguments (including the predicate) in our sam-
ple. Both LTGs and ITGs are capable of gener-
ating all possible alternations for semantic frames
up to three arguments. In the case where there
were four arguments we did not encounter any
examples where the role fillers formed an inside-
out ([2, 0, 3, 1] or [1, 3, 0, 2]) which both LTGs and
ITGs cannot generate, nor did we find constituent
swapping ([2, 3, 0, 1]) or serial inversion ([1, 0, 3, 2])

which LTGs cannot generate. Note that this result
corresponds to the alignment of semantic role fillers
within one frame. The alignment of semantic role
fillers across all the semantic frames in a sentence
is discussed in the next subsection.

4.1 LTGs have high semantic alignment
coverage

We observed that the alignment of the semantic
role fillers across all the frames in a sentence fall
within the reordering capacity of ITGs for all the
sentence pairs in our sample. We did not find any
translations of semantic frames wherein the role
fillers formed an inside-out alignment. This ob-
servation is consistent with the universal language
hypothesis of ITGs (Wu, 1997).

Surprisingly, for about 97% of the sentences, the
generated alignments could be expressed by the far
more restrictive Linear Transduction Grammars.
There were only three sentence pairs that had re-
ordering of verb frame alternations which could not
be parsed by an LTG. All the alignments that could
not be parsed by an LTG contained the serial in-
version permutation pattern which can be parsed
by an ITG but not by an LTG. Figure 2 shows an
example.

In Figure 2, the order of the arguments in two ad-
jacent semantic frames is inverted. Although, the
alternation of each semantic frame can be indepen-
dently parsed by an LTG, the reordering caused
by these alternations at the sentence level cannot
be parsed. All the alignments in our sample, that
could not be parsed an LTG exhibited similar pat-
tern.

Further, we noticed that for about 71% of the
sentences, the alignments were monotonic. It is
interesting to note that despite reordering at a sur-
face level, the parts that carried the semantic infor-
mation remained in the same order in both source
and target sentences. A possible reason for such a
high percentage of monotonic alignments could be
the similarity in the word orders of Chinese and En-
glish as both languages follow a subject-verb-object
construction. Further empirical testing is needed
to determine whether or not this observation holds
true for language pairs with a difference in word
order.
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Though these sentence pairs are an example of
the limitation of LTGs to express reordering that
occurs in natural languages, it is interesting to note
that the serial inversion alignment pattern was in-
frequent in our sample and there is no occurrence
of the constituent swapping alignment pattern.

4.2 Topicalization versus fluency

We noticed that reordering of semantic role fillers
depends on factors deeper than the syntactic struc-
ture of the source sentence. It depends on whether
the translation aims to capture the intentional or
the extentional semantics of the source sentence.
This results in some interesting trade-offs that
could be made between topicalization and fluency.
Consider the sentence pair in Figure 2. The source
sentence contains three semantic frames with pred-
icates 谈好 (negotiated), 使 (cause) and 受益 (bene-
fited) whereas the translation contains only two se-
mantic frames corresponding to the predicates ne-
gotiate and benefit.

Source: 借贷双方预先谈好的这份标准协议文本将
使中美两国共同受益。

Gloss: Borrower and lender both sides pre-negotiated
DE/的 this standard agreement form will cause China US
two countries together receive benefit .

Translation: This standard agreement form pre-
negotiated by the two sides of the borrower and the lender
will benefit both China and the US .

Alternative translation: This standard agree-
ment form pre-negotiated by the two sides of the borrower
and the lender will result in both China and the US getting
benefited .

In the second frame the vp in the Chinese sen-
tence undergoes a dative alternation upon transla-
tion as the double-object construction (np-np) for
the verb benefit, is less fluent and possibly awk-
ward in English. One could argue that the pro-
posed translation is not semantically equivalent to
the source sentence because “a difference in the
syntactic form always spells a difference in mean-
ing” (Goldberg, 1995). We provide an alternative
translation which preserves the topicalization on
the possession facet and the possessor rather than
on the transfer. While the permutation generated
by aligning the source and target sentences cannot
be parsed by an LTG ([2, 1, 0, 4, 3]), the alterna-
tive translation generates a permutation that can
be parsed ([2, 1, 0, 3, 4, 5]).

While both translations manage to convey the
meaning in the source sentence correctly, one fo-
cuses on fluency and the other on preserving the
topicalization. It is not our purpose to compare the
translation quality in both cases but to provide an
example of the subtle transformation of semantics
that occurs while translating and how they affect
reordering.

4.3 Verb frame alternation patterns
We studied how alternation patterns change

when verb frames are translated from one lan-
guage to another. If the alternation of the trans-
lated verb frame can be estimated based on the
source language alternation, it might provide in-
formation as to how the target language sentence
should be constructed, rather than solely relying on
the surface reordering rules. Although Schulte im
Walde (2000) showed that verbs can be clustered
into semantic categories based on their alterna-
tion behavior, little work has been done towards
understanding cross-lingual verb frame alternation
patterns. As a first step towards understanding
the cross-lingual alternation behavior, we collected
some statistics and performed a rudimentary qual-
itative analysis on the alternation patterns of the
target language given a source language alternation
pattern.

We observed that for about 77% of the semantic
frames, the alternation pattern is preserved when
translated and for about 4%, the target alternation
pattern was a permutation of the source pattern.
Surprisingly, for about 19% of the frames, the tar-
get frame alternation pattern had a different label
which was not present in the source frame. For ex-
ample, the [arg0 : action] pattern in Chinese gets
converted into [arg1 : action] in English. Table 1
shows the counts for the target alternation patterns
for some of the frequently occurring source alterna-
tions.

A given source alternation pattern is aligned only
to a small subset of the possible target frame al-
ternations. For Chinese–English, the alternation
pattern remains the same in most cases which
could be attributed to the similarity in word or-
der. From Table 1, one can observe that the
[arg0 : action : arg1], the most frequent source al-
ternation pattern, remains unaltered 88 out of 97
times.

In cases where the target alternation pattern was
a permutation of the source pattern, we observed a
difference in the voice of the source and target sen-
tences. In most cases, the Chinese sentence in ac-
tive voice was translated into an English sentence
in passive voice. In a few cases, translation de-
manded a reordering of the source alternation pat-
tern as English had no equivalent construction. For
example, in Chinese, when a verb qualifies a noun
the verb comes after the noun, while in English it
comes before. Hence the phrase信心增强 (confidence
increased) translates into strengthened confidence in
English.

For sentence pairs where the source and target
alternation patterns differed in labels, we noticed
that there were some inconsistencies in the annota-
tion. The sentence pairs were manually annotated
with the frame sets defined for Chinese and English
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Zh/En alt. patterns [arg0:action:arg1] [arg0:action [action:arg1] [arg1:action] Sum
[arg0:action:arg1] 88 0 0 0 88
[arg0:action] 0 11 0 0 11
[action:arg1] 0 3 39 1 43
[arg1:action] 0 12 6 3 21
[action:arg2] 0 1 5 0 6
[arg0:action:arg2] 3 0 0 0 3
[action:arg4] 0 1 1 0 2
[arg1:action:arg2] 3 0 0 0 3
[arg1:action:arg4] 3 0 0 0 3
Sum 97 28 51 4

Table 1: Frequency of source and target alternation pattern occurrence

in the Propbank (Palmer et al., 2005). We argue
that it is due to the limitation of frame set defini-
tions as they were defined to be consistent within
one language but not across languages. For exam-
ple, in the frame set definition of 死于 (died of), the
arg0 is the entity who dies, while in the frame set
definition of its translation die, the deceased is arg1
and there is no arg0 defined. Similar observations
could be made for most of the sentence pairs which
differed in source and target alternation labels.

As our initial analysis of cross-lingual verb frame
alternation patterns suggests that patterns in one
language align with only a restricted subset of pat-
terns in the other language, we believe that it might
be possible to learn the target frame alternation
patterns given a source frame alternation pattern.
However, it is worth noting that it is important to
deal with the inconsistencies in the frame set defi-
nitions across languages before one attempts such
a task. Larger scale experiments are needed in or-
der to reliably identify the relation between source
and target alternation patterns.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we reported a first empirical study

of cross-lingual verb frame alternations and made
the following observations: (1) the alignments of
the semantic role fillers fall within the reordering
capacity of ITGs for all the sentences, (2) even
highly constrained models such as LTGs are ca-
pable of parsing most of these alignments and (3)
there appears to be a correlation between the al-
ternation patterns of the source and target verb
frames. We also presented a novel algorithm to de-
termine whether or not a permutation falls within
the reordering constraints of LTGs.

The first two observations indicate that align-
ments of parts that carry the semantic informa-
tion in sentences (i.e., predicates and semantic role
fillers) do not warrant a highly expressive model.
Further, since the evaluated models have an inher-
ent bias towards generating these alignments, the
constraints they enforce would be useful if one were

to automatically align and/or induce semantic role
fillers from parallel sentences. It would be interest-
ing to evaluate the performance of the alignments
generated by using the semantic role fillers as an-
chors.

Our observation about the verb frame alterna-
tion patterns suggests that it might be possible to
predict the target frame alternation pattern given
a source frame alternation pattern which would be
useful for aligning the verb frames. Although a
qualitative evaluation indicated that source sen-
tence construction and frame set definitions can af-
fect target alternation pattern, further evaluation
is needed in order to reliably identify features that
affect alternation patterns.

As for future work, we think it is interesting to
explore methods to incorporate semantic frames in
generating robust alignments. It would also be in-
teresting to see whether cross-lingual alternation
patterns provide information about verb classes
in the bilingual case similar to Schulte im Walde
(2000).
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